ONE MORE CONCEPT OF MULTIADJOINTNESS
A conoept of multiadjoint -functor introduced here may be treated as a generalization of a "functor having a left multiadjoint" in the Bense of Diers [2] and simultaneously it generalizes a Gray's concept of "split fibration with small fibres" [4] . The main idea of our approach is that for a given functor U t A-»-C and C-object X instead of one "universal arrow" with domain X (adjointnass) or "the set universal arrow" with domain X (discrete multiadjointness [2] ) we consider a "small category of universal arrow" with domain X being a coreflective subcategory of a comma oategory (XjU).
Notation and preliminaries
Throughout U : A--C. is an arbitrary but fixed funotor between categories with small hom-sets. For each Xe ob C, objeots of a comma oategory (X|U) are called U-morphisma* with domain X. U-morphism (f,A) is called U-epi provided that r,s : A--B and Ur*f = Ua*f imply r = s. Let B be a class of U-morphisms. By an B-faotorization of a U-morphism (f,A) we mean every pair ((e,B),g) with (e,B)eB and Ug»e » f.
For each C-morphiem h 1 Y-«-X, h : (X • U)--(Y I U) is a funotor such that h(f,A) = (fh,A) and h{(p) « cp for eaah
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-141 G.Jarzenbski, A.Kurpiel 9>eMor(XtU). Bach full corefleotive subcategory D 1 of a given category D will be described as a triple (D^G.e) where G is a right adjoint right inverse to the embedding ^ -D and e is a counit of this adjointnoss.
Set, Cat, CAT denote categories of sets, small categories and all categories over given universujn respectively. For all unexplained notations and symbols of category theory we refer the reader to [6] and [lO] .
2, Motivations and general theory
We recall at first some well-known conaepta of category theory. We describe them in a non-conventional way but this kind of description gives us a possibility to observe their common structure: (i) U : A --C is right adjoint [6] iff for eaoh C-objeot ~~ y X, (Xt U) contains a full corefleotive subcategory (I, G x , e ) such that 1 is a terminal category and, moreover, for each h : Y---X in C, G y »h.6 X « (ii) U has a left multiadjoint [2] iff eaoh (X JU) contains a full corefleotive subcategory (¡fj^Gj.t*) such that Cj is a disorete small category and, moreover, for each h s Y-rX in C, G y »h*e X = (iii) U is a fibration with small split cleavage [4] iff eaoh (X t U) oontains a full corefleotive subcategory (U~1X,G x ,e X ) such that U" 1 x is the fibre of U over X and for
This suggests the following definition. Definition 2.1. By a spectrum of a functor U we mean a family S. -(SX,G x ,e X ) Icob £ of full corefleotive subcategories of each (XI U), respectively, such that
Baoh speotrum S determines a f unotor S t C op -CAT such that for eaoh fi-morphism h j X --X, Sh t SX -ST and A SH » Gy'h'Bj, where Bj i SX« 1 -(XI U) is a full embedding. Hote that every functor has a trivial speotrum ((X + U), id^^ld). We oall a speotrum S small if every SX is a small oategory. If, moreover, for eaoh X tob C every isomorphism in SX is an identity then we oall the spectrum jL strongly reduoed. Definition 2.2. A functor U is multiadjoint if it has a small speotrum.
It may happen that a given funotor U has more then one snail speotrum. Hence it will be convenient to introduce the following definitioa. Definition 2.3. A pair (U,S) such that S is a small speotrum of U is called multiadjointness. If (U,S) is a multiadjointness we oall II multiad joint with respeot to S. A multiadjointness (U,S) is strongly reduoed if 3 is • strongly reduoed speotrum.
-One oan prove that every adjointness and disorete multiad jointnoss is strongly reduoed. A small split oleavage of U ia strongly reduoed if U is amnestic i.e. every A-isomorphism f with Uf being C.-identity, most be an identity is A.
the definition of multiadjoint funotor introduoed above makes easy to note a connection with all previous concepts mentioned in the begining of this seotion. But for applications it will be more convenient to have its modified version. Using obvious one-to-one oorrespondenoe between functors P t D --(X I D) and pairs (Jx t D-A, g 1 « ZX --UJj) (where £ is a "constant" funotor into the funotor category) Une oan prove the following proposition whioh oan be treated as a "looal definition" of multiadjoint funotor. Proposition 2.4. U i A --C is multiadjoint iff for eaoh C-objeot X there exists a small oategory SX together with a funotor JT t SX --A and a natural transforx nation g I 4 X -UJj suoh thet the following hold t 143 -(i) Eaoh U-morphism (fiX--UA, A) has a distinguished 2-faotorization ((p*,«!^)» (f,A)°) such that for eaoh g-faotorization ((gj,J x j),g) of (f,A) there exists a unique cpt J -i in SX with g = (f,A}°.J x (9').
(ii) « idj ± , for eaoh Ç-objeot X and le ob SX. Now it is easy to observe that our concept of multiadjointness is stronger then that one introduced by Tholen (oompare
Obviously a multiadjointness (U,(S,J,£,( ) 0 )) is an adjoint ne as iff eaoh SX is a terminal category. It is a split (ii) Bach U-morphism (f,A) has at most one q -factorization ((2i,Jji),g) with ge S-Reg and, if it is the oase, g -(f,A)°.
(iii) For eaoh C-objeot X and <pe Mor SX, J^^is S-regular iff (p is an identity.
The proof is of routine nature and will be omitted. Bote that eaoh disorete multiadjointness and small split cleqvage is regular. In general we have Proposition 3.5.
A multiadjointness (U,{S,J,£,( )°) is regular iff the olass of universal £-extlsinsions is closed under composition.
Proof.
The "left-to-right" implication follows directly from Proposition 3.3 (i) . To prove the converse assuae that for a given U-morphism (f,A), (f,A)° : Jji--A. Then (f,A)°*£j A is aiuniversal g-extension of (U(f,A)°,A)
i.e., (f,A)° is S-regolar.
It follows direotly flfom Proposition 3*2 (ii) that eaoh regular multiadjo|i'nt functor is a morphism -(E,M)-functor [9] for B * 2 and M " S-Jfog. Conversely, if U is a morphism--(B,M)-functor then U is regular multiadjoint with U * S-Reg if C is B-colooally small and M is a subcategory of i.
We oali two spectra S -(S,J,?,( )°) and T » (T,L,|,( )*) of a given functor U isomorphic if far eaoh C-objeot X there exists an isomorphism Ij t SX--TI together with a natural isomorphism (ii) implies (i) . For eaoh C-objeat X and ieob SI let I^i be a unique objeot in TZ such that L^I^i is a domain of and Proposition 3.3 (i), (iii) one oan easily deduce that j = i and * LxIxi} 0 . J^ is a natural Isomorphism. low it io a routine to verify that Ix can be extended to an isomorphism of categories and tnat oonsideied spectra are isomorphic.
Hence the speotrum of a regular multiadjointnesa (U,S) is determined uniquely (up to isomorpnism) by the subeategoag?
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4. Po-multiadjointness Definition 4.1. A spectrum (S,J,g,( )°J of U ia called po-spectrum if for each C-object X, SX is a partially ordered set. A multiadjointness (U,(S,J,£,( ) 0 )) is called po-multiadjointness if (S,J,£,( is a po-spectrum. Note that every po-multiadjointness is strongly reduced* Proposition 4.
(U,(S,J,g,( )°) is a po--multiadjointness iff
Is U-epi for eaoh C-object X and i e ob SX. Proposition 4.3. Let ibi a complete category and U preserve« all limits. Then eaoh snail speotrua S_ of U is a po-speotrum. More precisely, for eaoh multiadjointness (U,S) and C-objact X, SX is a complete lattice.
Proof follows direotly from Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 3 [6] p.110.
Below we prove that under some aaaumptions weaker then in Proposition 4.3» we can "reduce" a given small spectrum of U to a po-speotrum. The crucial point of our consideration is the following lemma. Let a be an ordinal number with carda> card(ob Dj. We define a chain F Oc OP.
•D (« íb a chain of ordinals less
then a treated as a category) as follows
for each limit ordinal fi < o< n) and One oan easily prove, that Z 1 i3 po-multiadjoint. Then UZ 1 is a po-multiadjoint functor, 5.2.2. Let Ktsrm(R) be a category of all normed real vector spaoes and linear maps f with ||f||^1. The topology associated with a norm gives the functor Ug : Norm(R) --•TopVect(R). U 2 is a regular po-multiadjoint functor (for a description of its spectrum see [2] ). Regular morphisms with respect to this spectrum are norm-preserving linear maps. It has been proved by Manes [7] that U 1 iB right adjoint. Then botn compositions and Z^U^ are po-multiadjoint. 5.2.3. Let Ban(R) be a full subcategory of Norm(R) with real Banach spaces as objects. The full embedding E:Ban(R)e--«^-^NormiR) has a left adjoint and the unit of this adjointness is point-wise a linear, norm-preserving map. Then the conposition U^UgB is a regular po-multiadjoint funotor.
5.2.4. Let Ab be a category of abelian groups and OrdAb be a category of ordered abelian groups and order preserving homomorphisms. Then the forgetful functor UsOrdAb--Ab is po-multiadjoint (for a description of its speotrum see ^2]).
Regular morphisms with respect to this spectrum are proper order preserving homomorphisms, i.e. V x, (fxs> 0 =»• x >0). Then the composition OrdAb --Ab -•Set is a regular po-aultiadjoint funotor. (Ta,Ta0). Let WPMA(T) be the category of all weak partial monadio T-algebras with morphisms defined ia the same way as in PMA(T). Let U' sffPMA T --C be the obvious forgetful funotor. We define a spectrum of U' in the same way as ia 5*3» One oan easily prove that this multiad jointnasa is a po-multiadjointness but not regular.
